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Dear Ms. Russell, 
 
We would like to thank you and the reviewers for taking the time to provide us with detailed 

feedback on our manuscript. We are pleased to submit a revised version of our manuscript, 
which we hope addresses the concerns that were brought up during the review process. Please 
see below for our responses to each of the editor and reviewer comments. We believe that the 
changes have strengthened the manuscript. We are open to making further revisions as you see 

fit. 
 
Sincerely,  
 

Keerat Grewal (corresponding author) 
Monika Krzyzanowska 
Shelley McLeod 
Bjug Borgundvaag 

Clare Atzema 
 
 

Response to the Editors: 

 
1.      Given that EDs have different characteristics, it would be a good idea to use a model that also 

allows for clustering by ED in analysis of LOS, mortality and admission (and indicates how much 

variation there is by ED). 

 

In the logistic regression model we used to examine predictors of hospital admission, we employ a 

GEE for clustering at the patient level based on repeat patient visits. We agree that EDs have 
different characteristics and we examined the exchangeable working correlation if we were to 

account for clustering at the ED level with a GEE, which was 0.009, indicating a minimal effect of 

clustering within EDs. Therefore, we did not think it would be necessary to account for clustering 

by ED with a hierarchal model, and instead only accounted for clustering at the patient level for 

repeat visits using a GEE. As discussed with you via e-mail, in the limitations section on page 11, we 
have discussed the rationale and implications for not accounting for clustering at the ED-level.  

 

It was also mentioned that clustering should be accounted for the analysis of LOS and mortality. 

However, these were descriptive statistics (LOS was a median and mortality was a percentage). 

Therefore, we did not account for clustering because we did not employ any multivariable methods 
to predict mortality/LOS.  

 

2.      Title: Suggests that the population being studied is patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy and 

the outcome is ED use.  The title should reflect the actual design: outcomes after ED us in patients with 

cancer receiving chemotherapy. 

 
Thank you for this suggestion. We have revised the study title to: “Outcomes after emergency 

department use in patients with cancer receiving chemotherapy in Ontario, Canada: A population 

based cohort study”. 

 

3.      Please add a Setting subsection. 
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A “Study Design and Setting” subsection has been added to the beginning of the methods section on 

page 3. 
 

4.      Please provide justification for the following exclusion: “We also excluded ED visits where the 

main diagnosis for the ED visit was listed as radiation or chemotherapy” 

 

We have added the following justification for excluding ED visits with a main diagnosis of radiation 
or chemotherapy to the methods section on page 5: “We also excluded ED visits where the main 

diagnosis for the ED visit was listed as radiation or chemotherapy to ensure scheduled visits for 

chemotherapy or radiation were not included in the analysis”.  

 

5.      The exclusion numbers and missing data should be moved to the Results.  

 
We have removed the exclusion numbers from the methods and moved the number of patients 

excluded for each exclusion criteria to the first paragraph in the results.  

 

6.      “We excluded visits in an Ontario ED that was not open 24 hours per day or visits to an urgent care 

centre". Justification is needed. 
 

We excluded visits to urgent care centres and emergency departments that are not open 24 hours 

per day because these are typically urgent care centres that see a much lower acuity patient 

population than a true emergency department. We have added this justification to the methods on 

page 4: “We excluded visits in an Ontario ED that was not open 24 hours per day or visits to an 
urgent care centre (as these are typically urgent care centres that see a much lower acuity patient 

population than a true ED”. 

 

7.      Sources of data: More information needed from the Appendix in the main methods (especially about 

the linking). 

 
Thank you for this comment. We have moved information regarding the databases used in this 

study and their descriptions from the Appendix and into the methods on page 3 and 4. Please note, 

that moving information regarding the databases used and linkage has increased our word count to 

above 2500 words. We are happy to move some of this back into the Appendix if needed. 

 
8.      Covariates: What is the multivariable model in question? 

 

The multivariable model we conducted in this study was to identify variables associated with 

hospital admission. To clarify this for the reader, we have edited the covariates section that 

references the multivariable model on page 7. The sentence now reads: “To identify variables 
associated with hospital admission, the following covariates were included in a multivariable model 

to predict hospital admission: demographics…” 

 

9.      Secondary outcomes: What are “factors associated with hospital admission”? 

 

For the secondary outcome of ‘factors associated with hospital admission’, we were interested in 
determining patient-level variables that may be associated with hospital admission from the ED. 

Therefore we included several variables that were selected a priori to include in the regression 

model. We have clarified this in the secondary outcomes section on page 5, by changing the 

outcome to read: “4) identification of variables associated with hospital admission”. 

 
10.     You don't need to say "non-normally distributed", as that is all variables. 
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On page 6, we have removed the words ‘non-normally distributed’ and changed this sentence to 
“…and medians and interquartile ranges (IQR) for continuous variables”.  

 

11.     Why remove those that died from the calculation of discharges vs admission? 

 

We only removed patients that died in the emergency department from the regression analysis of 
admission to hospital (tables 4 and 5). This is because patients that died in the emergency 

department would not be available for the outcome of admission or discharge from the emergency 

department. We have clarified this in the methods section on page 6, by adding the following 

sentence: “ED visits resulting in admission versus discharge were then described, removing patients 

who died in the ED from the regression model because these patients would not be available for the 

outcome of admission or discharge from the ED”.  
 

12.     "Proportional differences were estimated ...".  This is not an accurate description of what was done.  

The Chi-squared test is used to test the hypothesis of no differences between two or more proportions, not 

to estimate them. 

 
We have removed the p-values from table 4, which were calculated using chi-square tests. 

Therefore, we have removed reference to the chi-square test in the manuscript.  

 

13.     "The correlation coefficient with the outcome" - if this refers to the estimated clustering coefficient 

in the GEE, this is not the right interpretation.  It assesses the correlation of the "residuals" within an 
individual 

 

We thank the editors for this correction. We have corrected this statement on page 7 within the 

methods section, stating that “The correlation coefficient was assessed to determine the effect of 

clustering within individuals”. 

 
14.     [Throughout]: percentages being admitted are not "rates" 

 

Thank you for this comment. We have removed references to rates when discussing percentages 

and proportions throughout the manuscript. 

  
15.     Please move the ethics statement to the end of the Methods section (with an Ethics subheading).  

 

An “Ethics” subheading has been added to the end of the methods section on page 7 and we have 

moved the ethics and privacy statement to this section.  

 
16.     Please add to the Limitations that this is a single-province study; may not be generalizable. 

 

We have added a limitation regarding generalizability of this study outside of Ontario: “This study 

examined ED use by patients within the province of Ontario, therefore, the findings may not be 

generalizable outside of Ontario”. This is added to page 11. 

 
17.     Table 1: Please report another percentile (90th, for example) to show some other characteristic of 

the distribution of #ED visits within 30 days. 

 

In table 1, we have now presented the 90th percentile of number of ED visits in addition to the 

median number of ED visits.   
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18.     Table 2: Perhaps add an "other" row to the diagnoses so all ED visits are in the table.  

 
We have added an ‘other’ row to the bottom of table 2 which encompasses all other diagnoses.  

 

19.     Table 4: 

a.      No need for p-values as they are all < 0.0001 

 
We have removed the column of p-values from Table 4.  

 

b.      "Difference" column should be consistent in the way the difference is calculated  - every difference 

is positive in the table, so the reader is forced to go back tomato 

 

We have updated the difference column in Table 4. The updated table now takes into account the 
direction of the difference for each row.   

 

c.      Are these CIS from simple two-sample comparisons, not adjusted for clustering? 

 

Yes, the confidence intervals presented in Table 4 are from a simple two-sample comparison which 
do not account for clustering because this was a univariate data. The results of the multivariable 

model in Table 5 accounts for clustering at the patient level. 

 

20.     Table 5 

a.      No need to boldface CIs that exclude 1. 
 

We have removed the boldface from all of the CIs listed in Table 5.  

 

b.      Choice of  "none of the top 10" as the reference is a bad idea as it has no clear interpretation, being a 

mix of diagnosis. 

 
For predictors of admission, we have changed the reference category for the ED diagnosis variable 

to ‘pain’ instead of ‘none of the top 10’. We have updated references to the old reference category 

throughout the manuscript and to table 5. 

 

 
Response to Peer Reviewer Comments: 

 

Reviewer: 1 

 

Grewal et al have written a concise and clinically important paper about ED visits by patients with cancer 
under ongoing chemotherapy. They conducted a population-based retrospective study with administrative 

data from 218,459 ED visits made by 87,555 patients between 2013 and 2017. The study is well done and 

well understandable. There are some points that need clarification as outlined below. 

 

We thank the reviewer for these comments. 

 
1. Inclusion age: in the abstract it's "patients >17 years" and on p.3, line 33 it's "Adult patients aged 

18 years and older". Thank you for clarifying and updating this information so it's consistent. Where was 

the cutoff age, after the 18th birthday or after the 17th birthday? 
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Thank you for pointing this out – we apologize for the oversight. We included patients aged 18 

years and older in the study. We have changed the abstract so that it is consistent with the methods 
section.  

 

2. ICES: this institute appears only as abbreviation in the text. Thank you for writing this out as 

"Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences" once and explaining in at least a sentence to the international 

reader what type of institute this is and referencing its online appearance. 
 

In 2018, the institute formerly known as the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences formally 

adopted the initialism ICES as its official name. This change acknowledges the growth and 

evolution of the organization’s research since its inception in 1992, while retaining the familiarity of 

the former acronym within the scientific community and beyond.  Therefore, we have not written 

out ICES. On page 3, we have updated the methods to explain what type of institute ICES is. 
 

3. Databases: the four databases OCR, NACRS, DAD and OHIP are described in the appendix. In my 

view the authors should write a few sentences about the four databases and above all their linkage 

procedure in the manuscript text on p. 3 in the paragraph "data sources". The sentence that the databases 

were linked using encoded identifiers and analyzed at ICES is not enough in my view. These procedures 
are important to understand for international readers, even if Ontario is in the lucky situation to have all 

these databases at its disposal and having them already linked. 

 

We thank the reviewer for this comment. As discussed above, we have moved information 

regarding the main databases used in this study and their descriptions from the Appendix and into 
the methods section on page 3 and 4.  

 

4. Exclusion of certain study participants: on p. 3, two bottom lines we read "We excluded visits in an 

Ontario ED that was not open 24 hours per day or visits to an urgent care centre (n=5,538),…" Why were 

these patients excluded? These two exclusion reasons need a short explanation since they are not self-

explanatory. 
 

As we described above, we excluded visits to urgent care centres and EDs that are not open 24 

hours per day because these are typically urgent care centres that see a much lower acuity patient 

population than a true ED. We have added this justification to the methods: “We excluded visits in 

an Ontario ED that was not open 24 hours per day or visits to an urgent care centre (as these are 
typically urgent care centres that see a much lower acuity patient population than a true ED”. 

 

5. Income: On p.5, second line we learn that the income quintile was used as covariate for the 

regression model. Thank your for a short sentence where that information derives from.  

 
Income quintile was determined by the neighbourhood income quintile based on the patient’s postal 

code at the time of the ED visit. This has been clarified in the supplementary appendix as follows: 

“Neighbourhood income quintile was determined by patient postal code”. 

 

6. On p. 8, second paragraph the authors expand on the very important point of how to prevent 

readmissions in these patients. Since the 1990's there is an ongoing discussion about risk stratification and 
oral antibiotic treatment in neutropenic cancer patients. Interestingly, the authors just reference #18 and 

19 although there is vast information available and this is low hanging fruit for these authors to discuss. 

Authors like Kern et al. provide a lot of information about this topic and the authors should expand more 

on how to treat these patients in ambulatory settings (Kern, Cometta et al. 1999, Kern, Marchetti et al. 

2013). 
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Thank you for this suggestion. We have incorporated this feedback into the implications section of 

the manuscript on page 10. We discuss that previous work has shown that some low-risk febrile 
neutropenic patients can be safely treated with oral antibiotics and that future work should focus 

on whether this can occur in an ambulatory setting. Specifically, we have edited the paragraph to 

read: “Previous studies have shown that some low-risk febrile neutropenic patients can be safely 

managed with oral antibiotics.20,21 Future work should focus on determining which patients with 

infection or fever can safely avoid an ED visit (e.g., patients with non-systemic infections such as a 
cellulitis or otitis media) and the best non-ED setting to be safely worked-up and treated.” We have 

also added in the references the reviewer has suggested. 

 

7. On p. 9, first paragraph, the authors make an important point about pain control or lack of it which 

leads to more hospital admissions. Here it would be very interesting to know if there are any guidelines in 

these hospitals and practices in Ontario? Furthermore, this could be a future research topic (How good is 
pain control in cancer patients?). 

 

To our knowledge, there are currently no province-wide guidelines for treating cancer-associated 

pain in the emergency department. We agree, this would be an excellent future research topic. We 

have added a sentence to the page 11 in the section on pain control: “Furthermore, future research 

and guidelines for treating cancer-related pain in the ED may be useful”. 

8. Limitations section, p. 9-10: A point should be added here that generalizability may be hampered to 

other health care settings outside of Ontario due to different treatment patterns such as the mentioned ones 
in the discussion about the US with much higher readmission rates.  

 

We have added a limitation regarding generalizability of this study outside of Ontario: “This study 

examined ED use by patients within Ontario, therefore, the findings may not be generalizable 

outside of Ontario.” 
 

9. The second sentence is a repetition of results that do not belong in the conclusions or say 

"..approximately a third of ED visits…"  

 

We have edited the second sentence of the conclusion on page 12 to say “approximately one third of 
ED visits resulted in hospital admission”. 

 

10. I would be more specific in second half of the last sentence: "The results of this study highlight 

opportunities for future research, including the identification of high-yield groups and diagnoses to target 

for future care interventions." It's about fever and pain as described by these authors and some GI side 

effects. Suggestion: ".. including the identification of targets for future care interventions mainly the 
control of pain and GI symptoms as well as ambulatory antibiotic treatment in febrile patients." or the 

like. 

 

We thank the reviewer for their comments. We have updated the conclusion on page 12 to be more 

specific of which high-yield groups/diagnoses should be targeted for future studies. We have 
changed the last sentence of the paragraph to read: “The results of this study highlight 

opportunities for future research, including the identification of targets for future care 

interventions around infectious, gastrointestinal and pain diagnoses”. 

 

11.     Outcome variables: in the last three lines on p. 4, the numbers of the secondary outcomes are not 
correct going from 1) to 2) to 4) to 6). Thank you for your correction.  
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Thank you for this correction. We have corrected the numbering of the secondary outcomes from 1 

to 3.  
 

 

Reviewer: 2 

 

1. A clear statement of rationale is missing. The background section describes what prior studies have 
found, but does not identify a gap in the literature. The authors cite evidence to demonstrate that cancer 

patients are more frequently seen in the ED than other patients, and that fever, GI complaints, and pain 

are common reasons why. What is not known on this topic that this descriptive study will add? 

 

Many of the previous studies that have examined emergency department use by cancer patients 

have reported on a small cohort of patients or have been conducted using insurance databases in 
the United States that may not capture the entire population of interest. Using ICES data we have 

the unique opportunity to report on emergency department use by cancer patients in Ontario, 

which is Canada’s most populous province. Furthermore, because of the universal nature of our 

health care system, we can report on emergency department use and outcomes at a population-

level. We have updated the final paragraph of the introduction on page 2 to improve the rationale 
of our study: “Previous studies have shown that fever, gastrointestinal complaints and pain are 

common reasons patients with cancer are seen in the ED and/or admitted to hospital.9-11 However, 

few studies have been conducted at a population level, or report on Canadian data”.  

 

2. The second paragraph in the Introduction summarizes levels of ED use among cancer patients, but 
these aren't contextualized with rates in the general population or other patient groups. If these figures are 

meant to establish that rates of ED use are elevated in cancer patients, then it would be helpful to state this 

explicitly. 

 

We have added a sentence at the beginning of the introduction to state that “emergency department 

use is higher among cancer patients compared to the general population”.  
 

3. It would be helpful to provide the reason why ED visits with a primary dx of radiation or 

chemotherapy are excluded in the Methods section (top of p.4). It is stated in the limitations section, but it 

would be helpful earlier on. 

 
Thank you for this comment. As described above, we have added the justification for excluding ED 

visits with a main diagnosis of radiation or chemotherapy earlier to our methods: “We also 

excluded ED visits where the main diagnosis for the ED visit was listed as radiation or 

chemotherapy to ensure scheduled visits for chemotherapy or radiation were not included in the 

analysis”. 
 

4. The rationale for the median LOS in the ED as a secondary outcome is unclear. It seems 

conceptually different from the other outcomes examined in the study. Is it a measure of acuity, reflective 

of ED efficiency/wait times, or something else? Also notable is that it isn't taken up/interpreted in the 

Discussion. 

 
We agree with the reviewer, and as such we have decided to remove ED length of stay as a 

secondary outcome. Therefore, we have removed the mention of it as an outcome from the abstract 

and methods section of the manuscript. In the results section, we have left in the median ED length 

of stay for patients, as this may be of interest to some readers.  

 
5. Please clarify if income quintile is individual or neighbourhood level.  
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Income quintile was the neighbourhood income quintile based on postal code. This has been 
clarified in the manuscript as follows: “demographics (age, sex, neighbourhood income quintile)”. 

 

6. There is missing punctuation on p. 7, line 21/22. 

 

Thank you for this correction. We have added in a period between the two sentences in question on 
page 8.  

 

7. Following from the first comment above, the text in the Discussion section notes that findings are 

all consistent with prior evidence. What is the added contribution of this study?  Do any of the findings 

build on what has been shown previously, provide replication in a larger or different sample, etc.? 

 
This study adds to the literature by providing Canadian, population-level data to replicate findings 

from previous smaller studies. As discussed previously, we have edited the introduction to provide a 

stronger rationale of our study: “Previous studies have shown that fever, gastrointestinal 

complaints and pain are common reasons patients with cancer are seen in the ED and/or admitted 

to hospital.9-11 However, few studies have been conducted at a population level, or report on 
Canadian data”. Furthermore, we have updated the conclusion to state “In this Canadian, 

population-based study, we found that one in four ED visits were due to infection/fever and 

approximately one third of ED visits resulted in hospital admission”.  


